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The ftgures in the margin indicate full marks
for the questions

1. Answer as directed (any terl : 1x1O=10

(a) Wlro wrote Some Reflections on
Maniage?

(b) AII for Loue is a play, written by 

-.{ Filt in the blank )

(c) Write the name of an important prose
piece by Clarendon.

(d-) The Seasons was first published in the
year 

-. ( Fill in the blank )

(e) Who authored Clarassa?

A Name one novel of Tobias Smollett.
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(g) who composed. Etegy written in a a An Essay on the Human Action

Country Church-yard, tine most famous and The 

- 
of the Age are two major

works or Prose 
",Xltll. the branks )(h) The Task is not a Poem bY CowPer.

( State whether True or False ) g. Write short notes on any four of the

0 
- 

Literana is written by Coleridge. following : 5x4=2O

(a) Historg of the Rogal Societg( Fill in the blank ) .

(j) Name one novel of manners. (b) Satire (with special reference to

(k) who contributed. his essays to 'lhe Alexander Pope)

Lond.on Magazine' under the @ Pamela
pseudon5rm of Elia?

(d) Robert Burns

2. Answer as directed (any ftuel: 2x5=10 @ Keats as a Romantic poet

(a) Name two important literary works of A Lgicat BcLltads
Aphra Behn.

(b) Mention two characteristics of b) Personal Essay

Restoration Tragedy. 4. Answer any four of the following : 10x4=4O

(c) ItrJ,:T:,'il:'.Til'rff,'"",Tff.i1ff @) ?i;il:: '?o"""^T*T1"" 
"lL,u"T;century. establishing women's writing as a

(d.) Name two books of lyrics composed by distinctive genre'

William Blake. @ Critically examine the characteristics

(e) Name one historicai novel and its of Restoration Comedy with reference

author. to the playrights you have read'
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(c)

(d)

(e)

a

(g)

@

l4)

Write a note on Restoration Prose with
special reference to that of Sprat and
Clarendon.

Evaluate Fielding and Sterne as
novelists.

How do Gray, Cowper, Blake and Burns
represent the shift from Sensibility to
Romanticism? Give a reasoned answer.

Prepare an analytical note on Gothic
fiction.

Discuss Wordsworth as a Nature's poet.

Write a note on the prose of the
Romantic Age.
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